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Others who had achieved the 7th Boundary Layer struggled just to take a 
single step, while Ancestor Rodwig moved freely as his voice surged out while 
he went deeper in! 

<The Pressure of Extremity in this area is denser than anything we've come 
across, where you won't make much progress moving across it unless you 
have reached extremely far towards Extremity! If the Boundaries you have are 
also of a higher ranking at the Innate level or higher, you should be able to 
move even faster as it is a great place to refine one's Aeonic Soul!> 

His eyes were releasing beams of glorious light as he surged forward with a 
torrential pace of a moving mountain! 

He was Rodwig. 

Out of the many powerful beings to come out of the Ancestral Lernaean 
Lineage, there were some that were undoubtedly carrying great Providence 
and talent. 

Rodwig was among such beings as his visage carried multiple Boundaries at 

the 8th Boundary Layer!𝒏𝑜𝑣𝑒𝐿𝞰𝐞xt.𝔠𝑶𝐌 

And he felt like this opportunity he had found...may just be enough to finally 
give him the push towards the 9th Boundary Layer. 

A chance for him to gain candidacy to become an Apex Aeonic Lifeform! 

<HOOO!> 

His body blazed with a terrifying sword light as he arrived before the 
respondent black gold lake in no time, his figure leaning down to feel the 
water as he scooped some to drink, his eyes lighting up even further. 

<Good stuff!> 



His soul was jubilant at the sight before him as even the lake that the Aeonic 
Treasures of Extremity floated in was useful for existences up to the 6th 
Boundary Layer. 

Rodwig did not know what exactly this region was that they had stumbled into 
within the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity, but he would take full 
advantage of it as like a raging storm, he reached out towards the cluster of 
Aeonic Treasures of Extremity! 

At the same time, far behind him where other Ancestral Lernaeans were 
wading across the radiant black desert sand... 

BOOM! BOOM!... 

Multiple explosions of new arrivals sounded out as when the black light 
settled, the gazes of many Lernaeans turned ugly. 

They turned around to see the fantastical visage of a Lineage they had 
clashed with a few times, but had nowhere near as much of a history of 
bloodshed as the Noblesse. 

It was the Lineage of Quasarians! 

Life forms whose bodies were made up of innumerable quasars to their very 
cellular structure- beings that carried immense power and mystery. 

They were humanoid in appearance, with their skin releasing a splendors 
stellar light of quasars that constantly spun in a myriad of directions to draw in 
the Essence of their surroundings as this would be transformed into 
something their own bodies could assimilate. 

Their Lineage held terrifying prowess as at this moment, a group of 6 arrived 
while being led by a fairly young looking man. 

A man whose figure was wrapped in a halcyon battle armor, his hair formed 
from countless obsidian quasars flowing close to his shoulders as he grasped 
onto a Spear tightly! 

He very quickly gazed at those around them and Rodwig's figure far in the 
distance as everything was understood quickly, his eyes flashing as his stellar 
body released a burst of power while his body began to coil like a spring! 



<Pass the word that what the Augurs predicted has been found. Any Lineages 
you meet in here...kill!> 

WO! 

A pulse of shocking gravitational light burst out as those around him affirmed 
his command, the figure of this young man shooting out at this moment as if 
the pressure in the surroundings everyone faced didn't exist for him, crossing 
across this abyssal desert domain three times as fast as Ancestor Rodwig as 
he neared one of the multiple points where they could see vibrant lights of 
Aeonic Treasures of Extremity! 

He spoke of the term <Augur> as in the Quasarian Lineage, these were 
distinguished shamans with similar status to Seers as they could pierce 
across the veil of Reality to see countless profundities. 

Within the Quasarian Lineage, there were even rumors of multiple existences 
being capable of gazing at the Aeonic Annals of Extremity! 

Among those moving across the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution, Quasarians 
were one of the more dangerous forces as their powerhouses more often than 
not far outpaced those on the same level- where it was common knowledge 
that in the hands of truly special Quasarians...they held a Consummate 
Boundary. 

<OOOH!> 

The Quasarians that followed the command of the young man surged towards 
Luthor and other Lernaeans, their bodies expanding in unique fashions as 
they slowly lost their humanoid forms and became massive stellar bodies! 

BOOM! BOOM! 

And things were just becoming more chaotic as not too long after, the familiar 
feeling of the VOID blazed as the next ones to arrive were dazzling beings 
with Halos of light around their limbs and heads. 

Carrying eyes of utmost brutality and power, over a dozen Noblesse appeared 
as chaos and disorder began to burn with greater ferocity. 

In the surroundings, traces of NULLITY could be felt as hidden in an even 
deeper layer, vibrant tendrils of RUIN had also begun to permeate! 



- 

The golden grandeur of Wisdom spun and wove in fantastical patterns as the 
Crimson Sacrarium Antechamber was rearranged. 

The two grand mountains were restored as after the abrupt arrival and 
departure of the Elder Ancestor Jeremiah, Ophelia had given multiple orders 
to get things ready! 

A majority of the most powerful Ancestral Lernaeans who had reached the 6th 
Boundary Layers were placed on high alert to leave at any moment as the 
Sacrarium Antechamber was currently emptied out, the figures of Noah, 
Ophelia, Katelyn, and Luna being the only ones left as even they were about 
to enter into a spatial vortex called forth by the only remaining Sacrarium 
Empress of the Abecedarian Sacrarium. 

Her hands weaved with golden grandeur as she enacted a portal, her radiant 
visage turning towards Noah who had released his throne as her voice came 
out. 

<What exactly do you wish to achieve in the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution, O 
True Emperor of Quintessence? Do you truly know the things you can achieve 
here, or even in the Aeonic Havens we haven't stepped in?> 

...! 

A stupendous question was posed as behind Ophelia, Noah's figure blazed 
with radiance! 
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<What exactly do you wish to achieve in the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution, O 
True Emperor of Quintessence? Do you truly know the things you can achieve 
here, or even in the Aeonic Havens we haven't stepped in?> 

Utmost glory and radiance overflowed from Ophelia's light brown skin as she 
asked with a gaze of seriousness. 

Noah gazed at her thoughtfully as he smiled soon after, turning his gaze 
towards the vibrant spatial vortex she had conjured as his words were 
exceedingly calm. 



<Before we can converse about things so freely, there is still something 
crucial that you have glossed over.> 

<Oh?> Her stellar brown eyes turned into crescent smiles as she turned 
around to fully face him while the vortex behind her surged. 

<Yes. Even after the play put in front of the other Elder and your apparent 
alliance to my cause, there still needs to be a distinction between our roles.> 

...! 

His Emperor's robes released arcs of multicolored luster as he looked like a 
primordial beast gazing at his prey as his words continued. 

<Who am I to you, and what are you to me? I'm curious as to what your 
Boundary of Wisdom is telling you. Are you the prodigy who has hidden 
herself deeply as you have reached the point to be an Elder Ancestor...or are 
you something else?> 

Elder Ancestor. 

A distinguished title and position as she oversaw a whole Sacrarium by 
herself! 

It was a springboard that would allow her to become one of the beings to be 
fostered by the whole Ancestral Lernaean Lineage as she would receive 
Aeonic Treasures of Extremity depending on her potential. 

Even moreso- her position as a Seer guaranteed even grander possibilities as 
she would be one of the rare beings that could peer into the Aeonic Annals of 
Extremity- a tool that allowed a lineage to learn of the many mysteries and 
Lands to focus on in the Vaults of Extremity. 

It was a pristine position to have! 

Meanwhile, the being before her was a recently risen True Emperor whose 
highest Boundary Layer was the 6th. 

How would their roles be defined? 

Ophelia's eyes became even sharper as they gazed above the vibrant space 
around them where radiant words only she could see were constantly 
blooming. 



He was exactly as she had seen through Wisdom and more! 

She had many choices on which path to take that would actually allow her to 
bring Wisdom to Extremity. 

This was, after all, her main goal! 

She, just like this True Emperor before her and the countless other beings on 
the path towards EXTREMITY were all selfish in getting what they wanted. 

Yes, she wanted to rid the Ancestral Lernaeans of their weakness that would 
allow them to condemn their home Plane to extinction. 

But the aim of her heart was...Extremity! 

And Wisdom told her many things as it wished for this even more than her. 

Wisdom told her that this being before her, nay, this Entity before her...he 
could actually bring her to Extremity! 

Not aid her or increase her chances of achieving Extremity, but shockingly a 
guarantee of it! 

The words she saw the first time she met this man blared before her eyes in 
gold. 

[This Entity can bring Wisdom to Extremity] 

The words that had caused her heart to stop in disbelief briefly before she 
collected herself! 

They still blazed with gold flames even now as with a bright smile, Ophelia 
walked towards Noah's visage once more. 

Wisdom told her many things following the first set of words. One of those 
things was the fact that this being did not come to the Havens of Extremity to 
make friends. 

He came here to Conquer! 

HOOONG! 

Immense halcyon waves of radiance shone as Wisdom unfurled itself. 



The untainted visage of Ophelia...an existence at the level of an Elder 
Ancestor of the Ancestral Lernaeans- she gave her answer as to what role 
and relationship there was between her and the Last True Emperor as this 
being...kneeled before him. 

Atop the stellar mountains within the Crimson Sacrarium Antechamber- the 
current Ruler kneeled before the True Emperor of Quintessence! 

Luna's eyes were bulging out as beside her, Katelyn's nose wrinkled 
beautifully as she saw this scene unfold. 

<You are the Emperor.> 

HUM! 

Ophelia's sweet voice came out with utmost calmness as she once again took 
the right hand of this being before him. She didn't kiss it this time around as 
she brought its palm towards her bountiful chest, the brilliant golden light 
having its Source here! 

<And I...am merely your Vassal.> 

...! 

Even though she could be considered an Elder Ancestor of the Lernaean 
Lineage! 

Even though her Boundary Layers exceeded his by 2!𝚗𝑶𝓋𝑒𝓵𝗇𝖊xt.𝗰𝑶𝔪 

Even though she was the sole Ruler of the Abecedarian Sacrarium! 

She placed his right hand before her chest as the golden light was wisdom 
unfurling itself from her very own heart and soul. 

And she laid it all bare before him! 

<You have my soul.> 

WAA! 

A fantastical scene played out within the Abecedarian Sacrarium as its Ruler 
offered her very soul to distinguish the relationship they had, and the being 



she had offered her soul to...was truly a tyrant as his stellar hand radiating 
power swooped down and clenched on the vibrant soul without any hesitation! 

The essence of Quintessence, Loot, and Blood surged to leave the brand of 
conquest on this being's willingly exposed soul as a relationship of a Master 
and Vassal was formed! 

In a kneeling position above two stellar mountains, Ophelia felt her very own 
Boundary of Wisdom actually cheering at her subjugation as she sighed 
internally, her head tilting up to see the Entity she had bound herself to as she 
felt a unique sensation permeate across her soul. 

She felt the foreign essence of Quintessence that defined this being as she 
began to marvel at it, with their being many things to explore as Wisdom was 
telling her if she could learn this Boundary of Quintessence- Extremity would 
be ever closer! 

Bountiful waves of information surged into her mind as she saw this Tyrant 
take his hand back, her gaze lingering on him as the current reality truly set in. 

He came to the Havens of Extremity to Conquer. She... was just one of the 
first fatalities! 
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<You have my soul.> 

When an exceedingly beautiful existence says such words while kneeling 
before you, one's heart may just give out at the sheer grandiosity! 

Noah took in such a scene and withstood it with his immense will, his voice 
ringing out as before him, it wasn't an Elder Ancestor that bent the knee- but 
one of his people. 

<This will be the only time you ever have to kneel before me.> 

His eyes released beams of glory as his hand moved from her bountiful chest 
and motioned for her to be pulled up by a calm gravitational force, the 
complex look on her face prevalent as Noah continued. 

<You are one of my people from now on, and beings with such a designation 
normally don't have to do anything. But you...there is a potential to have you 



reach a terrifying stage as my first command to you is the comprehension and 
expansion of Quintessence. Feel it in your soul, expand it into a Boundary. Its 
mere First Boundary Layer...will likely allow you to bring Wisdom from the 8th 
and at the very least into the 9th Boundary Layer.> 

BOOM! 

At the very least! 

It meant that in the future, even grander possibilities could come to fruition! 

Ophelia knew this being had obscene power, but she didn't think the mere 
First Boundary Layer of what defined him would be this ridiculous. 

She just had to grasp what Quintessence was as when it came to this, 
Wisdom instantly stirred as yet another message appeared before her. 

[The fastest path to attaining Quintessence is to feel it from its Source. Joint 
cultivation with the True Emperor of Quintessence will expand this Boundary 
for you right away]. 

<...> 

Ophelia scrutinized these words blankly as she pouted soon after, feeling like 
the Boundary of Wisdom was too excited for its elevation as it would even 
pimp her out for it! 

But... 

She gazed at the Emperor before her and nodded with a contemplative gaze 
as she wasn't averse to this. 

So towards his words, her reply was calm. 

<I should be able to expand into the First Boundary Layer of Quintessence 
within the day. Wisdom has shown the means to make it possible.> 

She spoke as her figure moved closer towards the spatial vortex she had 
conjured up, disappearing into it with a smile as she beckoned towards Noah, 
Katelyn, and Luna. 

The three disappeared into it soon after as they left the Crimson Sacrarium 
Antechamber to appear in an entirely new location. 



They had moved from the depths of the Abecedarian Sacrarium and to its 
fringes as they appeared in a stellar region as the very peak of this Sacrarium, 
spinning multicolored rivers of reality forming walls around them neatly as 
above them, the thick barrier that covered the vast Abecedarian Sacrarium 
could be felt. 

Below them, the stellar bodies and rivers of reality stretched down endlessly 
as countless life forms could be felt moving about. 

And not too far away from them, a massive black gold creature that looked 
like a primordial sting ray could be seen- an entire citadel built atop its back as 
auras of the most powerful Ancestral Lernaeans that would be setting off for 
the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity were already on it! 

<This is the Abecedarian Observatory, where you can see the endless 
radiance of this Sacrarium below us. The Sacrarium that now belongs to you.> 

...! 

She faced him with a dazzling smile and presented an entire Sacrarium to him 
as Noah truly took a different route today! 

He could've done things like before where he silently infiltrated into the 
Abecedarian Sacrarium as he turned most of its forces into his Vassals while 
working his way up- eventually reaching Ophelia and Vulcan while staying 
low-key. 

But he had done the opposite of this as he came for the Rulers first, and 
within an hour of his entrance into the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution, one of the 
Dominions of the Ancestral Lernaeans had fallen into his hands silently! 

<Mmm...> Noah gave a light nod as his body released a pulse of light, 
recording the coordinates here and sending them to the Infinite Pylon of 
Ascension as he continued. 

<I'll bring some of the leading figures of the Barren Lands over in a bit. You 
can have them familiarize themselves with this Sacrarium and the workings of 
the Ancestral Lernaeans.> 

<Understood, Sacrarium Master.> Ophelia nodded without a delay as afforded 
Noah a title, her tongue rolling out the words as if it was a test as she smiled 
right after. 



Her body then began to release tendrils of domineering light that formed into 
pure Aeonic Soul Power that converged in front of her- forming into a 
humanoid shape as it was her Aeonic Soul Clone! 

It was akin to splitting one's Soul in half as it carried extreme importance, the 
visage of a beautiful woman identical to Ophelia forming as waves of Aeonic 
Soul Values formed a white gold battle armament. 

<My Aeonic Soul Clone will accompany you to the Endless Abyssal Thalassic 
Caverns of Nullity on the Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter before us, while 
my main body will stay back and get to know my new friends here and the 
ones that are coming after.> 

Her stellar brown eyes came to focus on Katelyn and Luna as Noah nodded 
slightly at this, turning towards Katelyn as he pushed the silver strands of hair 
on her head aside and kissed her forehead, this being the first time he was 
leaving her since they got together. 

<I'll be back in a little while. Explore the Abecedarian Sacrarium and wait for 
another one of my clones to arrive soon.> 

Katelyn nodded with a light smile as Noah then turned towards Luna and 
nodded. 

< Mother-in-law.> 

Luna still watched everything happening with disbelief as she could only nod 
back naturally, watching as Noah's figure turned into a streak of light towards 
the massive Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter in the distance as Ophelia's 
Aeonic Soul Clone followed closely beside him! 

Chaoticus Behemoth Beasts were massive in stature as they required an 
existence at least of the 7th Boundary Layer to tame them, their massive 
figures being able to cross the skies and space of the Aeonic Haven of 
Dissolution with relative ease while providing a masking effect towards the 
many natural creatures and Entities in these vibrant lands. 

A sharp tail that seemed like a burning sword with black gold flames surging 
around it constantly waves behind the back of this Chaoticus Behemoth 
Transporter as Noah landed in the center of the metropolis built atop it, using 

Vulcan's memories freely as he prepared to do many things!𝗇𝑂𝒱𝔢𝑙𝚗𝓮xt.𝚌𝒪𝕞 



His main body and clones were focused on Cultivation as there were boons 
from Vulcan to open, and he had to see just what grand opportunities lay 
waiting in this Abyss that just appeared within the Endless Abyssal Thalassic 
Caverns of Nullity! 
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In the Planar Palisades of Extremity. 

Noah's Infinite Plane floated calmly, veiled in the vastness of this place as 
within it, bountiful transformations were constantly blooming. 

His people were within the Aeonic Haven Boundary Space as they tried to feel 
the concepts expanded towards Extremity- Little Henry being the only one so 
far as it was easy for him when it surged within his Quintessential Kainos 
Emperor Lineage! 

This Child of Destiny now bubbled with great power as his Aeonic Soul was 
getting refined, the first Layer of Blood being achieved as he now resonated 
his soul to very quickly attain Quintessence and Loot. 

The Dimensional Rulers were a step behind as unless they had help from 
Noah in unique methods of Cultivation or a rapid increase in their Aeonic Soul 
Values- expanding the Boundaries would be nearly impossible! 

An overly strong soul was required to stretch and expand concepts into 
something else as if they weren't someone like Noah or connected directly to 
him, it would be a slow process. 

Further into the depths of the Infinite Plane, Noah's main body was 
surrounded by the 9 Quintessential Dimensional Chassis and three 
Quintessential Extremity Clones of Loot, Blood, and Quintessence were 
rotating around him as vibrant waves of Boundaries surged around him while 
seeking Extremity- every single one absorbed into <Quintessential Sanguine 
Clone Cultivation> as within a day, Noah would be able to bring one of his 
Boundaries to the 7th Layer! 

And this process may possibly happen even sooner than that as his current 
focus was on which paths in addition to Loot, Blood, and Quintessence he had 
to take towards Extremity. 



The Boundary of Dimensions was one of them as it was intricately connected 
to his Origin, and there was the possibility of the fusion of Mana and NULLITY 
that he had to succeed in bringing together, or even possibly fusing Mana with 
other states of verisimilitude like RUIN! 

Manadynamics was another focus along with which types of Natural Laws 
would be expanded next- his heart surging towards Entropy as the very nature 
of Reality was constantly heading into more and more disorder. 

There were many possibilities, but he liked to simplify things and focus on a 
single path as he now looked at the boon from the elimination of a Sacrarium 
Emperor. 

<1x Crimson Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Cache of Vulcan has been 
obtained.> 

This was the prompt that rose before him when Vulcan perished as it wasn't a 
common Aeonic Treasure Cache like the one he received from Theseus and 
Desiderius. 

It skipped Obsidian and went straight to Crimson as it foretold that the type of 
Loot obtained would be drastically different compared to before! 

And Noah's main body called forth this dazzling Treasure chest to open at this 
moment as the plasmic seas of essence in the Source of Reality seethed, a 
massive treasure chest radiating intense waves of Extremity appearing as its 
size constantly changed from a grain of sand to being as vast as a Cosmos. 

Spacetime fluctuated around it as it opened with a loud cry of glory! 

WAA! 

Rapid bursts of essence unfolded as a crimson point of a singularity bloomed, 
followed by an obsidian one, a golden one, and then 10 points of fiery red 
singularities all surged out from the opened Crimson Aeonic Quintessential 
Treasure Cache of Vulcan! 

The prompts that showed what this represented were glorious. 

<1x Complete Crimson I Aeonic Pearl of Extremity has been obtained.> 

<1x Complete Obsidian Aeonic Pearl of Extremity has been obtained.> 



<1x Complete Golden Aeonic Pearl of Extremity has been obtained.> 

<10x Refined Aeonic Sanguine Singularities have been obtained.> 

...! 

Complete Aeonic Pearls of Extremity.𝗇𝑂𝒱𝔢𝑙𝚗𝓮xt.𝚌𝒪𝕞 

When he opened the Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Cache of Desiderius 
and Theseus, he was granted Loot like <Complete Golden Innate Sword 
Boundary Pearl> that granted the first Three Boundary Layers of the Sword. 

Now, he received Complete Aeonic Pearls of Extremity that didn't have a 
designation of a specific Boundary- and he had Crimson, obsidian, and 
golden-tiered ones! 

And the Crimson one was given a further distinction of <I> as it foretold there 
would be <II> and possibly <III>! 

If what he thought was correct... 

<Complete Crimson I Aeonic Pearl of Extremity>:: A type of Loot of Extremity 
that has a chance of coming out from defeated enemies that have at least 
reached the Tth Boundary Layer. Quintessence and Loot constantly strive to 
improve the type of loot you receive, and they have eliminated the loot that 
grants a specific Boundary based on the target it was obtained from. Instead, 
a Loot of Extremity that is applicable to any Boundary was born. This 
Complete Crimson Aeonic Pearl of Extremity contains within it references to 
expand any concept to the 7th Boundary Layer, with the expanded concept 
having a ranking of an Obsidian Innate Boundary at the very least, and 
possibly a higher ranking depending on the expanded concept. When 
enemies even closer to Extremity are killed, even more pristine Aeonic Pearls 
of Extremity with greater usage and boons will appear... 

<...> 

A treasure worthy of the glory that Quintessence and Loot promised! 

It shimmered with a stellar Crimson light as it seemed like a cosmic panacea, 
the light it released causing one's Soul to tremble as it innately made 
everyone want to devour it! 



Noah's eyes shone with utmost brightness as he confirmed the Obsidian and 
Golden Aeonic Pearls of Extremity as well. 

<Complete Obsidian Aeonic Pearl of Extremity>:: A type of Loot of Extremity 
that has a chance of coming out from defeated enemies that have at least 
reached the 6th Boundary Layer...This Complete Obsidian Aeonic Pearl of 
Extremity contains within it references to expand any concept to the 6th 
Boundary Layer, with the expanded concept having a ranking of a Golden 
Innate Boundary at the very least... 

<Complete Golden Aeonic Pearl of Extremity>:: A type of Loot of Extremity 
that has a chance of coming out from defeated enemies that have at least 
reached the 3rd Boundary Layer...it contains within it references to expand 
any concept to the 3rd Boundary Layer, with the expanded concept having a 
ranking of a Crimson Planar Boundary at the very least... 

Glorious forms of Loot that wouldn't taint Noah with random Boundaries from 
every enemy he killed, and they were simply universal in nature as he could 
expand any concept to the required stage with them! 

All that was left now...was how he would utilize this Loot, and just which 
concepts were going to receive a stupendous boost to be elevated to the 6th 
and 7th Boundary Layers with the boons of the Complete Obsidian Aeonic 
Pearl of Extremity and the Complete Crimson I Aeonic Pearl of Extremity 
respectively. 
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A Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter shone with crystalline black gold grandeur 
as it phased through the barriers of the Abecedarian Sacrarium, turning into a 
streak of black gold light that shot out into the distance! 

The skies and space it crossed were always unique and filled with variation 
when one took the endless stretches of the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution into 
account, Noah staring at it all as he thought of all the possibilities here. 

One of the biggest things was a more rapid progression of his Boundaries as 
he also came across the unknown that always held many surprises. 

From the enemies he met here, he could also continue to devour and refine 
bloodlines to an even greater level as truly...there was much to look forward 
to! 



This was especially so as his Main Body took hold of the Complete Aeonic 
Pearls of Extremity as he could get more of these from the enemies he 
defeated here. 

The sheer fact that Loot like this existed because of his Boundaries showed 
just how rapid and exponential his path of power could be as if he utilized a 
Complete Crimson [ Aeonic Pearl of Extremity on any single concept, he could 
instantly bring it to the 7th Boundary Layer as with if such a concept was 
deemed Quintessential by the Boundary of Quintessence, it should 
theoretically also be able to naturally expand to the 8th and 9th Boundary 
Layer! 

But Noah was forced to say theoretically as due to the fantastical nature of 
such a possibility, he had resonated with Quintessence a great deal over the 
past minutes to see just how such a scenario would play out. 

And the result was undetermined as the difficulty of raising the latter Layers 
was hard! The closer one went towards Extremity, the slower and more 
arduous it was as unless Quintessence itself was at the True 9th Boundary 
Layer, it was hard to say if its effects would truly be fully applied to it and other 
Boundaries as they came ever closer towards Extremity! 

But he could theorize and look at the countless possibilities all day, or he 
could simply act and see how things would unfold. 

HUUM! 

His Origin buzzed with radiance as an intense will emanated from him, 
multiple decisions being made as a vibrant voice emanated beside him. 

<The Abecedarian Sacrarium is in a relatively peaceful region that's only 
attacked by NOBLESSE Legions every now and then for retaliation of recent 
wars, and the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity are further inward 
within this vast Aeonic Haven of Dissolution as it comes close to the explored 
borders of the Lernaeans, Noblesse, and Quasarians. We should be able to 
arrive within a day.> 

Ophelia's honey-like voice resounded as the two of them were at the peak of a 
tall glass Monolith at the very forefront of the Chaoticus Behemoth 
Transporter, the peak of this glass Monolith having a circular crystalline 
observatory that reflected everything outside. 



It reflected the scenes of an expansive sky that held railings tendrils of 
NULLITY further away, and an earth that was filled with twisted rivers of 
cosmic light and death as NULLITY surged below as well. 

𝗇𝑂𝒱𝔢𝑙𝚗𝓮xt.𝚌𝒪𝕞 

Traversing even a few million light years in the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution 
would allow one to cross multiple different environments and atmospheres, 
where one could go from seeing regions filled with life to regions full of death 
and destruction in a short period of time! 

Everything seemed chaotic and vibrant with dangerous waves of 
Extremity...and yet it also felt extremely stable as if this Haven would never 
fall. 

They would traverse over an unknown number of light years as within a range 
of hours depending on if they came across any spatial vortices and 
wormbholes, they should arrive in the Abyss! 

But while Noah and Ophelia took one of the many parties of Ancestral 
Lernaeans towards this location, the situation within was changing drastically 
as the providence of too many was involved! 

- 

BOOM! 

The figure of Ancestor Rodwig smashed backwards on the black gold 
lakewater as he had a ferocious expression on his face, his hands moving 
around him and pulling on the nearest glimmering herbs that were Aeonic 
Treasures of Extremity as he stuffed them towards his mouth and devoured 
them entirely! 

His body would then be covered by a shocking glow as it gave off even 
grander waves of power, and he roared out as he shot back from the direction 
he was knocked from to continue a battle with a terrifying enemy. 

The one who put an Elder Ancestor of the Lernaean Lineage into such dire 
straits was a young man of the Quasarian Lineage- a being whose very skin 
was formed of minuscule stellar glowing and spinning quasars as he looked 
like a stellar cosmic existence out of pure fantasy! 



His body constantly released terrifying waves of gravitational force and heat 
as he was one of the many figures known by enemy Lineages during any 
wars or skirmishes. 

It was a Commander by the title of Prince Zagugan! 

Stemming from a royal Lineage of the Quasarian Bloodline, any Quasarians 
with the title of a Prince was theorized to have the precious Consummate 
Boundary that these beings could carry. 

It caused the situation to turn entirely sour for the Ancestral Lernaeans as they 
were fighting for their lives at this moment, the time they had in the Havens of 
Extremity truly being too short to match Lineages like the Noblesse and 
Quasarians. 

Ancestor Rodwig had a grim expression as he felt the essence of multiple 
Boundaries he had brought to the 8th Boundary Layer boil, where he was 
actually forced to consume the Aeonic Treasures of Extremity around him just 
to keep pace with this fairly young creature before him! 

Based on his description and stature, Rodwig instantly knew from their 
intelligence that this was one of the more active Princes of the Quasarian 
Lineage near their border, the one termed Prince Zagugan. 

And this being looked at him with a gaze of utter power and disdain as after 
their initial clash and the increasing chaos as Noblesse also joined the fray, 
this being had enough. 

BZZZT! 

His body contracted and expanded in its beautiful humanoid form as stellar 
black flames rose from it...the aura of an 8th Boundary Layer from the body of 
this being rising at it maddeningly began to give off waves of grandeur at the 
9th Boundary Layer! 

It caused Ancestor Rodwig's Aeonic Soul Clone to become ashen as even in 
such a chaotic scene... 

ROAAR! 

A bellowing roar that shook the very space they were in was released far from 
this location as all beings here instantly felt their hearts lurch and constrict. 



The air of primal chaos and age erupted out as from depths of the Abyss, a 
massive shadow was cast as aside from clusters of Aeonic Treasures of 
Extremity, unknown Entities were making themselves apparent in this region! 

It was bound to add even more disorder to an already chaotic situation, and 
the True Emperor of Quintessence was on his way here at this moment! 
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When there were clusters of Aeonic Treasures of Extremity stretched out 
across the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution, who said that they had to have been 
serenely growing isolated and accumulating the essence of Extremity in 
nature? 

Who said that Entities could not be around Aeonic Treasures of Extremity? 

And if there were Entities near an Aeonic Treasure of Extremity and it wasn't 
plucked or devoured...it could only mean that even if they devoured it, it 
wouldn't have any uses for them! 

They...had simply exceeded the stage where they could be helped by the 
level of Aeonic Treasures of Extremity that others considered rare and 
pristine. 

The truly cognizant beings among those who had jumped onto the expanding 
black abyss within the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity had 
thought processes along these lines as they saw a massive shadow cover 
them. 

A shadow that stared at them further away and mormentarily stopped all 
battles- with its sheer massive stature being one part that caused them all 
dread as the other...was the amalgamation of waves of Extremity that were at 
the 9th Boundary Layer at the very least covering all of its scales. 

Its visage could barely be made out behind the massive obsidian film of light 
that was in the distance and surrounded by twinkling lights of Aeonic 
Treasures of Extremity! 

Ancestor Rodwig stared at this as he became more and more grim, feeling 
like they had stumbled onto a shocking secret and a region they should not be 
in. 



What they were coming across now was something they would have 
considered an Esoteric Entity- a native of the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution that 
would be born and die here. 

Maybe even a variation of a Chaoticus Behemoth Beast, but...none of these 
seemed to truly fit the criterion! 

They knew that there were more powerful Chaoticus Beasts out there whose 
bodies were radiating NULLITY, but from afar...Ancestor Rodwig could swear 
he was feeling the dreadful waves of RUIN from the roars of the colossal 
Beasts that roared towards them. 

But...it remained behind the Obsidian film of light that rose upwards like a 
curtain of grandeur.𝚗𝑶𝓋𝑒𝓵𝗇𝖊xt.𝗰𝑶𝔪 

A curtain that held floating Aeonic Treasures of Extremity, and as soon as all 
beings here realized this, their bodies lit up powerfully again as they resumed 
their battles and struggled to get the nearest treasures around them! 

Ancestor Rodwig was pulsing with power and ready to go when he actually 
heard the mutterings of the enemy who seemed even more shocked than him. 

<When the dark lands filled with treasured light are unveiled and those 
imprisoned within roar out with rage, the Extremity Sanctification will begin...it 
is truly this?> 

...! 

The gaze of this Quasarian shook as it repeated the words passed down from 
the most powerful Augur of their Lineage. 

Ancestor Rodwig heard these words and turned even more somber, his Will 
surging into the Automaton Boundary Modulators floating around him as he 
urged those coming to come even faster! 

Otherwise, he could not guarantee that any of them here would still be alive 
when the reinforcements came. 

There were even the dangerous words that Prince Zagugan had spoken eerily 
that he recorded word for word and sent them through the Automaton 
Boundary Modulator! 



Words that spoke of Extremity Sanctification! 

- 

The Havens of Extremity were endlessly vast, with Noah feeling this truly for 
the first time as hours passed while the Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter 
crossed a myriad of different regions in the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 

Some matched the memories he had attained from Vulcan and Theseus, 
others seemed entirely foreign. 

He had crossed Lands that had rivers of reality shift to become jagged 
mountains of NULLITY, and skies turned from being filled with typhoons of 
NULLITY to being filled with hazy golden clouds that rained down waves of 
potent essence. 

Some areas showed fractured Planes of Existence with deathly gray rivers of 
reality and strewn Cosmos- more than likely domains that didn't survive the 
ravages of time or were destroyed in the hands of others. 

A myriad of Chaoticus Beasts roamed the vast stretches of the regions they 
crossed as in the skies, Beasts that took to the air were kept away by the 
pulsing aura of the Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter as they followed a path 
established and known by the Ancestral Lernaeans that didn't have too many 
dangers! 

Even at this very moment, they neared the position of another Sacrarium 
close to this path as Noah only saw it at a distance, with the Boundary of Loot 
being among the few things urging him to go towards the unknown Abyss that 
seemed to hold great opportunity. 

Beside him, Ophelia's Aeonic Soul Clone had been discussing with him dense 
amounts of information, introducing the regions they passed as well as the 
structure of the Ancestral Lernaeans and anything that covered gaps within 
Noah's memories! 

As she talked, Noah could feel a hint of hesitation from her as she seemingly 
couldn't bring herself to do something. 

He smiled lightly as he had his guesses, seeing that they were not far from the 
coordinates of the Abyss as he asked. 



<What is causing hesitation to rise within you? Someone of your stature must 
be displaying this purposefully for me to see and bring up.> 

He knew how terrifying a Seer like her was as she had robust clusters of 
information at her fingertips, with her being one of the more terrifying Elder 
Ancestors purely due to access she had and its foresight as everything she 
did had to have meaning and plans. 

She chuckled at his words as she spoke with exasperation. 

<It's just that...I know the method to very quickly achieve the First Boundary 
Layer of Quintessence and rapidly improve my power as you mentioned, 
but...! wasn't sure if you would be willing as we had just met. So I spent the 
last few hours speaking with you and increasing our familiarity.> 

...! 

<Oh?> 

Noah let out a knowing smile as it didn't need to be said explicitly for one to 
know what she spoke of! 
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Frankly, Noah could have chosen to give her the recently achieved Complete 
Golden Aeonic Pearl of Extremity as it would have expanded a Boundary she 
chose to the 3rd Boundary Layer. 

But why do this when there were other methods easily accessible and could 
preserve his Loot? 

He also knew himself and was true to his nature. 

He knew that apart from enjoying the wonders of Mana, Reality, and food, he 
also didn't deny that he indulged in and enjoyed the company of women. 

If it was also something that could further increase his strength and theirs, it 
was all the more reason to do it and enjoy the time one had- whether they 
lived for a few years or billions of years. 

And he had yet to fully test to see what the results would be in the 
advancement of Boundaries towards Extremity through Dual Cultivation, with 



now being a good a time as any to confirm as the other party was someone 
that even had more Boundary Layers expanded than him. 

Any process of Dual Cultivation should actually help him more than her, but all 
of this had to be studied intricately! 

Ophelia showed a pouting expression towards Noah's knowing smile as her 
light brown skin glimmered with even more radiance. 

<These aren't things someone like me can speak about freely. Don't tease me 
about this, Sacrarium Master.> 

This exceedingly beautiful woman actually gazed down shyly with her stellar 
brown eyes as Noah couldn't stay still after this, his hand moving her sparkling 
dark hair aside and pulling this powerful Elder Ancestor closer as the 
Observatory they were in at the very forefront of the Chaoticus Behemoth 
Transporter became wrapped in a protective domain nobody could see 
through, Noah's strong voice being the only thing resonating out at this 
moment. 

<Then, let us get to know each other, Ophelia.> 

WAA! 

The True Emperor of Quintessence descended to devour the fruit before him 
as its boons...were yet to be known. 

- 

Noah delicately began to process of Dual Cultivation with the Sacrarium 
Empress of the Abecedarian Sacrarium with his True Sanguine Clone that 
was connected to his main body intricately, where he was capable of 
seamlessly infusing the authority of the Boundary of Quintessence and study 
just how the progression of Boundaries towards Extremity was while 
conducting this type of Cultivation! 

This...could easily be seen by him as he looked at the Quintessential 
Experience Points of Extremity on the bar of the Boundary of Quintessence 
that he was putting as the focus while subtracting the points he gained every 
second due to the Quintessential Extremity Clone of Quintessence cultivating. 



While he began this experiment in the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution with his 
clone about to arrive towards the coordinates of the Abyss, his Main Body had 
also decided the path to follow as he narrowed things down to the Boundaries 
of Manadynamics and Dimensions. 

As for which of these two would enjoy the fruits of the Complete Crimson I 
Aeonic Pearl of Extremity...it actually came down to his current power and 
what his biggest weakness was! 

His current power was bolstered greatly by his Boundaries of Loot, Blood, and 
Quintessence, where he could actually match existences that had only 
expanded one or even possibly two Boundaries to the 8th Layer. 

But if he met an existence who had an overly refined Aeonic Soul and multiple 
Boundaries at the 8th Boundary Layer or even those who had reached the 9th 
Boundary Layer, Noah's clone may be in trouble. 

And the crux of this came with his biggest weakness currently. 

'A single usage of the Planar Domain of Quintessence devours a majority of 
my Aeonic Soul Values...' 

Yes! 

With a single cast of his most powerful Planar Domain that lasted two 
minutes, he would be deprived of the ultimate ability that Boundary Expansion 
Realm existences had until he fully recovered his Aeonic Soul Values within 
the next half hour- which was also something only possible due to the boons 
of Manadynamics. 

Most beings didn't normally start by deploying their Planar Domain in group 
battles right away unless it took a tenth of their Aeonic Soul Values or less, 
with Noah's Planar Domain having such high requirements for the current him 
due to the obscene effects it had of suppressing beings 2 levels above him! 

So he had to cover this weakness first as one solution was for his soul to 
continue its exponential strengthening, with its current Soul Values having 
already exceeded 100,000 as his Aspects of Existence constantly underwent 
ridiculous passive Refinement. 

But this would take time. 



𝚗𝑶𝓋𝑒𝓵𝗇𝖊xt.𝗰𝑶𝔪 

Another path lay in the expansion of a Boundary that dealt with essence and 
balance- and even more importantly, breaking this balance when it came to 
him. 

The answer was none other than Manadynamics as in the Source of Reality 
within the Infinite Plane, Noah pulled upon the blazing Crimson singularity that 
seemed like a cosmic panacea as his soul tugged onto it- beginning to devour 
its essence as everything was directed towards the portion of his 
Quintessential Aeonic Soul that contained Manadynamics! 

HOOONG! 

Radiance lit up within his soul. 

The vast area that was akin to an endless sea holding Manadynamics felt a 
surge of Extremity as it began to bubble with grandiosity, a surge of a 
gorgeous cerulean blue beginning to bathe Noah's soul at this moment. 

Mana. 

Something inextricably linked to his Soul as when Noah looked at him 
elevating it to an unbelievable level, he couldn't help but gaze at it with high 
expectations! 

What would it give him now after all the wonders he could already do with it? 

The First Layer of Manadynamics involved boons for both him and the Infinite 
Plane, so there was a lot of speculation on what its future Layers would 
contain as this was not just something Noah was expanding...but something 
that governed the Infinite Plane as well! 

BOOM! 

Noah's soul felt an explosive expansion and Refinement of his Soul once 
again as the True Layers of Manadynamics without any added effects of 
Quintessence began to surge at this moment. 

<The Second Boundary Layer of Manadynamics has been achieved.> 

<The Third Boundary Layer of Manadynamics has been achieved.> 



<The Fourth Boundary Layer of Manadynamics has been achieved...> 

WO! WO! 

His soul was euphoric as he felt a surge of pure blue essence pulse and 
release a maddening symphony. 

A symphony of power and wonder as his Quintessential Aeonic Soul cheered 
it on, his Aeonic Soul Values bubbling and charging upwards as if they hadn't 
already risen enough for the past day! 

He closed his eyes to feel all this wonder as his many Clones reacted to this 
transformation, their bodies becoming covered by tendrils of pristine cerulean 
Mana as it felt like extremely pure and condensed essence of Extremity! 

In the far away Lands of the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution, Noah's True 
Sanguine Clone was studying the effects of Dual Cultivation on the 
progression of Extremity when this clone also erupted with a surge of Mana, 
surprising Ophelia before him as she felt the First Boundary Layer of 
Quintessence she was seeking instantly appear before her, and another 
Boundary that seemed as vast as a stellar blue sea also flashing before her 
eyes as she felt like with her connection to the Emperor above her, she could 
also achieve this! 

It didn't seem any lesser than Quintessence as Wisdom pushed her body ever 
closer to Noah for her to attain this as well. 

Pure wonder was occurring all around as Manadynamics broke the shackles 
of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Boundary Layers in a matter of moments as 
currently, it knocked on the door to the Seventh Boundary Layer in order to 
propelled the True Emperor of Quintessence to the highest Boundary Layer 
he had achieved yet! 
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He felt utmost grandness coursing through him. 

The further he traveled on the path of power, the more exquisite and profound 
sensations he felt as the path towards Extremity...was something so uniquely 
connected to the core of a being that the slightest change was magnified to a 
tremendous degree on one's Soul. 



And at this moment as he stepped towards a Boundary Layer that was ever 
closer to Extremity, he felt his Quintessential Aeonic Soul quiver and undergo 
a sort of tribulation as the essence of Extremity from the Boundary of 
Manadynamics surged into it! 

The authority of Extremity that he and all others sought entered his soul and 
refined it to an even greater level, his Aeonic Soul Values continued their 
exponential rise as a portion of his Soul was being carved out just for the Tth 
Boundary Layer of Manadynamics. 

But more than this... 

CRAACK! 

In the Observatory at the very forefront of the Chaoticus Behemoth 
Transporter where Noah was undergoing dual cultivation with Ophelia, space 
split apart as the ever present waves of Extremity that always pressed down 
on everything began to explode into tendrils that surged into the body of 
Noah's clone. 

This essence then crossed space and time to the main connection of this 
Body, Origin, and Soul as it bathed all of Noah- with an even more profound 
change occurring thereafter as around all of his clones and Main Body, Reality 
began to twist and distort at seas of pure blue plasmic Mana began to 
converge around them! 

It seemed like a dense cerulean sea gradually formed from the very foldings 
of Reality and Extremity as all of it...surged into Noah's visage. 

Into his soul!𝑵𝔬𝑣𝑬𝓛𝐍ℯxt.𝑐𝒪𝔪 

98% of all this sea of Mana tainted with waves of Extremity surged into his 
soul as another percentage bathed his Origin, and another percentage bathed 
his Body! 

It was a process akin to Noah's soul undergoing yet another round of 
reformation and rebirth as it would take time, Noah feeling the abundant 
waves of information of the Layers of Manadynamics beginning to appear in 
his mind as he sorted them out while feeling the ongoing transformation. 

<The Second Boundary Layer of Manadynamics>:: Ã€  unique type of Mana 
empowered by Extremity surges across your Aspects of Existence constantly, 



energizing you to your lowest molecular structures as you gain an 
augmentation of +500% to All Aeonic Parameter Values. Additionally, the 
Infinite Plane that is governed by the Fundamental Natural Laws of 
Manadynamics has gained access to Mana that has been empowered by 
Extremity, this essence beginning to pervasively spread across the Infinite 
Plane as its environment will gradually change to become similar to the 
Havens strewn across the Vaults of Extremity... 

'Very good... Noah's whole body and the bodies of his clones were covered by 
seas of Mana as tendrils of blue light surged around them, but this didn't stop 
Noah from nodding his head at the augmentation of the Second Boundary 
Layer of Manadynamics that granted a bigger boost than the ones from the 
Boundaries of Loot and Blood. 

His eyes currently blazed with tendrils of potent cerulean light as he gazed at 
the next gold blue bordered prompt filled with details. 

<The Third Boundary Layer of Manadynamics>:: The Quintessential Aeonic 
Reality Passages in your Origin are further expanded and reinforced as pure 
Mana constantly cycles through them as the means of the Aeonic Resource 
Master are further expanded, and you can regenerate any and all Resources 
within the span of ten minutes. Manadynamics can now seamlessly produce 
Aeonic Mana of Extremity, a type of high tier source of essence that can begin 
to reform all features of the Infinite Plane. The Defensive and Offensive 
Features are reinforced the most as Aeonic Mana Constructs of Extremity can 
now be designed and stationed across the outer barrier of the Infinite Plane... 

<The Fourth Boundary Layer of Manadynamics>:: As the first Fundamental 
Natural Law to be expanded towards Extremity, its Source has expanded to 
an unnatural degree and completely eclipsed other Natural Laws. The degree 
of Extremity emanated from the Source of Manadynamics has now begun to 
proliferate and affect the remaining Natural Laws as over time, they will 
passively be expanded towards Extremity in order to maintain a balance of 
Nature... 

The Third Boundary Layer of Manadynamics was stupendous as it further cut 
down the time Noah could fully recover his Aeonic Soul Values and any other 
resources from 30 minutes to 10, but the Fourth Boundary didn't personally 
grant him any particular boons right away. 



Not right away, but this single Boundary granted him stupendous 
unmentioned boons as a moment after, a myriad of other prompts rose before 
his eyes as the whole of the Infinite Plane churned. 

<The Fundamental Natural Law of Entropy has begun its expansion towards 
Extremity.> 

<The Fundamental Natural Law of Providence has begun its expansion 
towards Extremity.> 

<The Fundamental Natural Law of Continuity has begun its expansion 
towards Extremity...> 

<...> 

An explosion of authority and essence raged as Noah gazed at it all with a 
silent smile, his bodies bathed in dazzling blue seas. 

All the Natural Laws were spurred towards Extremity by Manadynamics as 
even though the Fourth Boundary Layer didn't explicitly state boosts for him, it 
was one of the Layers that granted him unimaginable boons with its results! 

Then, there remained the wonders of the 5th Boundary Layers and onwards 
still! 

<The Fifth Boundary Layer of Manadynamics>:: For the cost of 50% of your 
current Aeonic Soul Values, you can change your body to become that of the 
Aeonic Arcane Mana Entity that passively transforms any sources of essence 
that it comes in contact with into its own essence. No energy will be lost as it 
will only be changed into a different form, allowing for the attainment of 
Complete Extremity Nullification I for 3 Nanoseconds as any concept of 
Extremity at the 9th Boundary Layer and below will not be able to damage 
you. Across the Infinite Plane, Arcane Realities of Extremity will begin to 
manifest as such stellar constructs are capable of generating unique Aeonic 
Treasures of Extremity that can be utilized to bring a concept of Extremity 
upto the Fifth Boundary Layer... 

WAA! 
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A burst of grandiosity erupted from Noah's eyes at the information coming out 
of the Fifth Boundary Layer of Manadynamics as he felt the Source of Reality 
vibrate with wonder. 

He resonated and connected with it as he instantly felt the changes occurring 
across the Infinite Plane, his will being drawn to the Aeonic Haven Boundary 
Space where Eowyn and other Dimensional Rulers were seeking Extremity 
along with many others. 

Here, he saw the brilliant eruption of a dazzling stellar blue light as a vast river 
of a cerulean reality formed from a singularity- multiple more clusters of 
singularities blooming with radiant blue lights and coiling to form a Grotto 
Haven of cerulean wonder that released the bountiful authority of Extremity! 

Within these formed Arcane Realities of Extremity, Aeonic Treasures of 
Extremity would passively bloom due to nothing but the Fundamental Natural 
Law of this Infinite Plane. 

'And they really treated Natural Laws as trash Boundaries worse than even 
Planar Boundaries...' 

Noah shook his head at the foresight of the Ancestors who weren't able to 
easily expand Manadynamics and other Natural Laws towards EXTREMITY, 
otherwise they would have been one of the strongest forces that waded 
across the Havens of Extremity! 

After all, if they had the boons that were shown on just a single one of the 
Natural Laws- even the Aeonic Treasures of Extremity they sought would 
have been coming to them freely. 

But ignorance was a killer of progress as how could they know what they 
missed out on? 

Noah observed the marvels of Arcane Realities of Extremity forming 
throughout the Aeonic Haven Boundary Space as across the Infinite Plane, 
some were even forming above within the 9 Dimensions and around the 
massive Cosmos stretched throughout. 

Noah would have to study these new Realities after their formation and just 
how long it took for them to condense Aeonic Treasures of Extremity as for 
now, his gaze came back to the waves of information that Manadynamics 
provided! 



The boon for him was entering a state of indestructibility for 3 nanoseconds by 
gaining Complete Extremity Nullification 1! It meant there were other tiers of 
Complete Extremity Nullifications apart from this First stage that could already 
grant Noah brief invincibility from the 9th Boundary Layer and below, and it 
made him expectant on the future states of this boost as his eyes came to 
focus on the next Boundary Layer. 

The ever so important 6th Boundary Layer that came with a Planar Domain! 

While he began reading it, Noah's eyes lit up as he saw the Aeonic Arcane 
Mana Entity was expanded upon as it wasn't just something he could use 
defensively now! 

[<The Sixth Boundary Layer of Manadynamics>:: Ã€  grandiose Arcane Planar 
Domain of Mana can be laid down at the cost of 10% of your Aeonic Soul 
Values every nanosecond. With this domain laid out, you can call forth your 
Aeonic Arcane Mana Entity indefinitely as long as the domain is active. In the 
Aeonic Arcane Mana Entity state while under the Arcane Planar Domain of 
Mana, you can also draw in and transform the essence around you constantly 
to release an output 2x that of your All Aeonic Parameter Values. The cost to 
call forth other Planar Domains while this Arcane Planar Domain of Manais in 
place will come at no cost to your Aeonic Soul Values as the Aeonic Mana of 
Extremity begins to course through you freely...] 

[...Furthermore, the Aeonic Haven Boundary Space of the Infinite Plane 
begins a fundamental change as areas of Blessed Aeonic Havens of 
Manadynamics form- with existences spending at least 24 Hours in these 
domains with sufficiently strong Aeonic Souls that can handle the surge of 
Extremity being capable of attaining the First Boundary Layer of 
Manadynamics. Progression towards the next layers of Manadynamics up 
until the highest layer achieved by you will also be ten times faster in these 
domains...] 

...!𝐍𝑂𝓥𝞮𝗅𝐧𝗲xt.𝓬𝑶𝓂 

His blood felt like bubbling magma as it became extremely heavy- becoming 
wrapped with a new source of Mana that was now being termed the Aeonic 
Mana of Extremity! 

This was something that would passively occur even without the activation of 
the Sixth Boundary Layer, with fantastical possibilities waiting in store for it 
when Noah actually called this Planar Boundary forth. 



It was a stupendous boon as this...wasn't even the last! 

This whole time, his soul was being bathed with Mana that he now knew to be 
Aeonic Mana of Extremity. 

As for what its boons were and how greatly it differed from normal Mana, he 
had yet fully ascertained. 

Seas of blue constantly surged into his Soul mainly, but they also painted over 
his Body and Origin as the result of it was shown now! 

[<The Seventh Boundary Layer of Manadynamics>:: As you reach even 
greater heights of this concept towards Extremity, its usage and means 
become even more clear to you. This Boundary Layer grants the 
transformation of your Aeonic Soul to an Aeonic Quintessential Mana Soul 
born to seek EXTREMITY. The Aeonic Quintessential Mana Soul disdainfully 
gazes at the resource cost of abilities that pulled on its past self as it tells you 
to let Aeonic Mana of Extremity bear a portion of the weight for all abilities 
cast that require Aeonic Soul Values. You have an infinite amount of Mana, so 
let it be put to use. 90% of all the required Aeonic Soul Values required to cast 
anything will be paid for by the Aeonic Mana of Extremity...] 

[..Any abilities cast by you from here on out with your Aeonic Quintessential 
Mana Soul will be subtly altered as you also gain access to (Aeonic Mana of 
Extremity Manipulationt, an ability that allows you to release pure Mana into 
any constructs you may imagine, with slight limitations. The effect of this 
Boundary is mainly applicable to the True Emperor of Quintessence and will 
be redesigned when other beings are given access to expand Manadynamics 
to this level...] 

...! 

An explosion of a type of Mana so pristine that nobody should be able to use 
exploded out! 

Noah's soul surged with shock and euphoria as the color blue exploded madly 
with all of his bodies! 
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An indescribable sensation coursed through him. 



In his body, his Quintessential Aeonic Soul had gone to bathe everything to 
the level of his very cells down to the last atom, with countless wisps of his 
Soul permeating through and connecting everything. 

This was a stage and transformation all beings underwent while they went 
ever closer towards Extremity. Their souls would gradually connect with every 
single aspect of their existence as they became more and more in control and 
proficient in its manipulation! 

They could more easily alter the reality around them and manipulate their 
souls to establish their own versions of Reality through the concepts they 
expanded towards Extremity. 

When one went from the 8th and into the 9th Boundary Layer, their closeness 
towards Extremity granted them a transformation of the soul in relation to the 
rest of their Aspects of Existence as everything...became one. 

The transformation Noah was experiencing from the effects of the 7th 
Boundary Layer of Manadynamics as his soul was turned into an Aeonic 
Quintessential Mana Soul was actually equivalent to other existences 
normally reaching the 9th Boundary Layer as the countless wisps of his Soul 
all across his Aspects of Existence...entirely and completely integrated into his 
Body and Origin. 

HOOONG! 

Seas of glorious Aeonic Mana of Extremity surged all around him as they kept 
the incandescent blue, but it was tinged with a brightness and ancientness 
that could burn the eyes of weaker beings! 

It all surged around his body as his soul completely integrated and became 
connected to every part of him, where if he just willed any part of him to move- 
he would mobilize all the strength of his Soul to erupt instantly. 

He could move in nanoseconds and gaze at things at an unimaginably slow 
pace, but he felt like he could see things even slower at this moment as 
weaker beings below his level may not even be able to see how he moved! 

This change to his soul was truly fundamental and Quintessential as his Will 
expanded outwards powerfully, covering the vastness of the Dimensions, 
Realities, and Cosmos within the Infinite Plane even without utilizing his 
connection to this construct. 



It spread out across its boundaries to even wade across the Planar Palisades 
of Extremity that the Infinite Plane was floating in! 

He could cover a ridiculously vast distance with his Soul as he felt like the 
moment he wanted to, he could appear and make a move in any of this 
vastness that he covered. 

- 

Near the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity. 

The changes Noah went through also erupted around the True Sanguine 
Clone that was Dual Cultivating with Ophelia, the eruption of essence being 
too much for this Elder Ancestor as she was pushed away with an explosive 
force towards the other end of the Observatory! 

Noah's soul reacted fast as wisps of his Will instantly stopped her from 
smashing into the crystalline glass, the radiant glow around Ophelia being 
even more brilliant than ever as she waved her hands while pouting in protest. 

<Time out...time out! Let me consolidate everything first...> 

𝑵𝔬𝑣𝑬𝓛𝐍ℯxt.𝑐𝒪𝔪 

A white gold robe came to drape over her as she had experienced shocking 
changes with the burst of power just now, her soul very clearly feeling the 
radiant multicolored waves of Quintessence coursing through her along with 
the wonder of a second Crimson Innate Boundary of Manadynamics! 

Two Crimson Innate Boundaries! 

She felt them clearly transform her soul as the first Boundary of Quintessence 
caused all her other Boundaries to churn, any Boundary that she had below 
the 6th Boundary Layer being forcefully advanced 1 extra layer. 

As for her single Boundary that she had focused on to reach the 8th Boundary 
Layer...she also felt its stagnant progress erupt upward and surge towards 
Extremity once more! 

She knew that she was barely a hundredth of the way across the 8th Layer, 
and yet its progress exploded at this moment to climb over halfway to the 9th 
Boundary Layer. 



This alone was unbelievable as she heard Noah's voice ring out while Aeonic 
Mana of Extremity transformed into a cerulean gold Emperor's Robes around 
him. 

<The First Layer of Quintessence will automatically elevate any boundaries 
below the 6th Boundary Layer one additional layer, but for anything exceeding 
the 7th Layer and upwards, only half of this effect is achieved as when 
Quintessence itself reaches these Layers...the full effect will be applied.> 

Noah's voice carried a golden trace of Wisdom as from this Cultivation 
session, he had also obtained the First Boundary Layer of the Obsidian Innate 
Boundary of Wisdom! 

He confirmed the effects of Quintessence on the later layers past 6 as even 
for Manadynamics, Noah only felt it progress halfway past the 7th Boundary 
Layer! 

Half of the effect would be achieved unless Quintessence itself arrived at the 
sought after Layer. 

If it reached the 9th Boundary Layer, it could expand the additional Layers of 
Boundaries up to this level! 

But even with half of the effect, if Noah deemed Manadynamics as 
Quintessential to gain the boon of a second additional layer, he could at this 
moment take Manadynamics from the 7th to the 8th Boundary Layer. 

The same applied to Ophelia as her stellar brown eyes showed immense 
amazement, information flowing into her mind about the First Boundary Layer 
of Quintessence alone as just with this...she could obtain the other half of the 
Boost as long as she deemed Wisdom as Quintessential! 

<Good, let's keep going!> 

Her soul was about to make a move to achieve something she thought was 
millions or billions of years away when all of a sudden, her gaze changed as 
she gazed out from the Observatory. 

Noah's soul that had expanded outwards to cover vast regions nearby had 
already seen everything occurring out there as he voiced out with a smile. 



<Have your main body consolidate everything and deem Wisdom as 
Quintessential. You should achieve the 9th Layer by then as for now...we 
seem to have encountered guests.> 

WAA! 

Yes. 

As they appeared near the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity, their 
surroundings became filled with tendrils of cloudy skies of Nullity and glacial 
mountains below them. 

The temperature dropped to shocking levels as even existences who had 
merely achieved the First or Second Boundary Layers would be frozen in 
Body, Origin, and Soul within moments in this region! 

Since the eruption of the multicolored light of the Aeonic Treasures of 
Extremity and their discovery by multiple Lineages, Noah's force wasn't the 
only one heading here. 

There were many from the Ancestral Lernaeans that may have already arrived 
to reinforce Ancestor Rodwig and the others, and of course...the forces of the 
Noblesse and Quasarians that have also discovered this would also be here 
with even more of them coming! 

As they came closer, they would naturally run into other forces as at this 
moment, a massive teardrop-shaped obsidian interstellar vessel that was a 
streak of dark light heading towards the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns 
of Nullity stopped its advancement. 

It stopped and turned its ominous gaze towards the Chaoticus Behemoth 
Transporter they were on as within an instant, it began floating over towards 
their direction! 

Undoubtedly, these existences wanted to eliminate the enemy forces before 
they were even able to reach the location filled with clusters of Aeonic 
Treasures of Extremity. 

 


